Minutes 19 Jan 2018

**Interview weekend**
- Increase this year's rate of acceptance of invitation to interview weekend
- Students who attend are significantly more likely to come to the College
- Importance of applicants meeting faculty and students - recruitment

Schedule
- Friday morning, 9am opening session with parents
- 10-4:30 activities, academic programming based on interests
- 5:30 at the Francis Marion - Receptions for parents - committee invited

Saturday - intensive interview day

Committee sets structure for interviews
- Discuss current events
- Have to take an opposing view - that is the hard part
- How do their minds work, are they mature?
- Will have three ranked lists of candidates

(Handouts) - Interview structure and rating form

Decided on Current Events Discussion Topics:
- First amendment/fake news/cybersecurity/privacy - JC to draft
- Brexit/Globalization/Refugees in Germany - BG to draft
- Offshore oil drilling - BS to draft
- Healthcare access - KP to draft

**Drafts due by Wednesday**

**Curriculum**

Deans are happy with updated changes - sharing with chairs
Proposal due by January 24 for February 9 curriculum committee meeting (and March Faculty Senate meeting)

- need letters of support

**Committee Scheduling - will meet at 12pm for the rest of the semester**
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